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Acadia Center’s EnergyVison (2014) presents an overarching framework to guide investment choices
and reforms needed in our energy system. EnergyVision sets forth important steps on four paralleL
tracks to create an energy system that is safer, cleaner and more affordable, and offers the promise
of deep reductions in greenhouse gas emissions: ti) utilize marketready technologies to electrify
buildings and transportation (ii) modernize the way we plan, rilanage, and invest in the power grid
to facilitate consumer control and new technologies; (iii) make continued progress toward a clean
electric supply; and (iv) maximize investments in energy efficiency to reduce unneeded energy
demand that waste consumer dollars and act as a drag on the economy.

UtilityVision confronts a core part of this climate and energy future: how to construct a fully integrated,
flexible, and low carbon energy and grid network. UtilityVision is a framework for how reforms in
five interdependent categories can be aligned to put the consumer—our homes and business—
at the center of a modern energy system and move us on the path to attain our climate, economic,
and consumer goals. The interests of consumers and a sustainable energy system have merged
more than ever before. UtilityVision offers a comprehensive pathway to a smart and dynamic electric
system focused on giving consumers and commUnities greater freedom and control over their energy
costs, managed with the cooperation of utilities, governed by updated regulations that honor energy
technology change, supported by flourishing but wellregulated markets and providing a fair and safe
system to protect consumers. wwwacadiacenterorg/Uocument/utiIityvision/

. .. .

UtilityVision is a collection of resources for decisionmakers and stakeholders,
designed to outline the specific steps we can take to create an energy system that
meets our energy needs and supports a fair, healthy economy and environment.
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Empowering the

Modern Energy

Consumer

Today’s electric gnd s bu1t around technooges that date back to the Urne of homas Edison. The
grid find the policies thn govern t are ncreasingly out-of-step with new technoogcaI advances and
consumer expectatons for a dean. affordable, resWent. and reHable energy system.

It is time for a cuftura shift in how we think about the energy system. No longer should energy dt:dars
be poured only into massive power statioris and miles of wire. The energy system should empower pet:pe
and connect cornrnuntties in ways that rnaxrnize partionatton and rrununze our enerey burden and harmfui
envfronnienta[ rnpacts. The old way of construchng t1i ower gnc] Is hrnited to tradhona engineering
approaches and is short on authentic consumer engagen’ieiit that ins the potential to deliver a cleaner,
ower cost energy system cI1CJ stronger C()mniUi1tieS.

In the new Utili[vVision appi()ach more than t)OleS arid wires connect neighbors. he new energy system
wilt bring energy efficiency into niore homes, businesses and cotimunities. creating local cbs that cant
be cuts urced d OVE ng enrgv bitt t en r y to hi cim ei wiii no attD ie b tic r so neic hbt
can connect through community solar arrays or district heating and cooling systems.

An advanced energy future sot only about arid Nest thermostats, either. [neat energy grcjecms
can affordabty mneet the needs of rnunicipahties, freeing up resources for educaton, puohc safety, and

other critical services. Je can reduce the nipact ot a frastructLlre in our
neighborhoods by deploying customersic]e energy resources like aernand
response and rooftop solar. Electric cars arid city buses will reduce noise
and diesel pollution in our streets, and the twenty4irst century electric rid
wifl enibrace electric transportation in a nanner that boosts systeni reliability,
mninimnizes costs. and protects consumers. Renters wilt have the power
to make energy choices for their homnes and compare energy costs before
they sign a e5p. Communities can set arid etiforce a reasonable standard
of efficiency to protect tenants from bearing the cost of overly eXpensive
energy systems.

The modern energy system should benefit and empi:wem alt of us to
Gui trot our energy use and COStS, ci able consurnerdriendly, clean energy
technologies to flourist, establish fair and nonburdensorrie rates, and
ensure that ccnsurnets—especiatly the iO()st vutnerabie—are treated fairly
in the new energy sys[eni. Vtmle L]titityVision describes a nialor shift in
consuriers role in t.he energy system, the changes snouki he implemnentd
strategically so that consumers have the information and mincterstancing to
make beneficial decisions.

UtilityVislon’s updated approach to energy
reguIaton is based on overarching principles:

. Coorrfiïtated pIaf?nlng far the future: Grid planning tA/itt he comprehensive and proactive, merging
traditional engineerirtg and infrastructure solutions with customnerside, clean energy technologies.

. Cons.irrter proteetton and 1ir pricing ‘‘S.)! C//
j:c0 nodern energy system il enl)ower all consun tOtS

by allowing custornei-sic.ie resources to lloi.irish, estabiislmng lair aiim] nonourdereoriie ates and
revenue stru(;tures, and piovicting a full safety net ot necessary protections.

. Updated to/es tOt regu/atots, ut/lit/es and staAehoiders: Regulators will have a stronger rote in
strategic grid planning, aligning utility incentives with consumer and environmnentat goals. and
ensuring that the consumer is at tha center of the modern grid.
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Strategic Planning .

:

for a Consumer-Focused .

Power Grid
Challenge:
1raditonaI1y, utihties and regional ghd planners focused on niaintaining the power grid for oneway
power flow horn fossifneI power slations over miles of power lines to homes and businesses. Utiht;es
used nfrastroc[ure and engineenng tools like new circwts, new substations, nrv power lines, or larger
conductors to sopport growing energy demand and rnamtatn reliable service. Increasingly, cleaner and
more coste1fectve costomer-side tools like energy efficiency, load control, distributed generation, ann
demand response can be used instead of—or in combination with—traditional infrastructure projects.
But the old way of planning and paying for the grid effectively locks out consideration of these newer
consumer- and environmentally-friendly solutions.

RecomnnendatIons:
Local Distribution Grid

. New utility planning for a consumer-focused distribution grid; Long-range grid planning must
be comprehensive, merging the traditional world of “poles and wires” with new technologies
and modern strategies. Comprehensive. multi-year Strategic Grid Plans should be required,
and must:

0 Start with proactive planning to streamline consumer adoption of new energy
tecl1noln)ges. Lililities should forecast adoption na customer—side energy resources
and proactively plan none efficient and cost-effechve upgrades at the local circuit level

0 Compare a wide array of “grid-side tools” and ‘customer-side tools’ to optimize the
grid. The range at solutions considered should he broad and comprehensive: ranging
from traditional “poles and wires to new grid technologies like voltage management
to customer energy efficiency, storage. and distributed generation.

0 Evaluate a range of options and scenarios on the basis of standard and level criteria,
sun’h as cost, benefits, risks, and public policy goals.

0 Pursue technological synergies.

0 Position the utility well for addressing errierging challenges, embracing new technologies,
arid continued innovation.

0 Identify an action plan to implement the plan over a multi-year l)eriOd, implemented
with on-going, inoependent evaluation and annual reporting to stakeholder advisory
council and regulators.

. Update cost-benefit calculations to reflect the public interest: Decisions about the grid
should tk? based on a calculation of costeffectiveness that is aligned with state’s consumer,
energy, and environmental goals. Costoenefit framneworks should be designed or expanded
to fully reflect priorities such as reducing energy bills and reciucirig consumers’ energy burden,
addressing clirniale change. enitiancinig consurnier conlrol and choice, and systerni—vvinie effcency.
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Regional Transmission System

. Custornerside resources and energy policies that reduce demand must be included in
forecasts of energy consumption and peak deritand.

. Sysern needs should be identified. quantified, anti described eady enough to aflovv
customer-side energy solutions to be propOsed and evaluated.

. Custornerside energy resources should be eligible for the same payrrent treatment as
traditional infrastructure solutions for relic bility needs.

. Utility incentives should be reformed so that customerside energy resources are seen
as opportunities. anc] not COrflpet[tIoil for large, captalintensive transnssion projects.

. State regulators should require that customer-side energy resources are evaluated as part
of EflY economic justification for new transmission system projects. Proposed transniission
proects should dlenionstrate how the project wit namntain sate and reliable service, support
clean energy g()1lS afldl provide lie rOOst C()steft(‘tve option conipared to competing alternutiss.

-k Consumer Voices Critical to Energy System Planning:

‘ . ( ( nsumt rs do not only hc to be the pock tbock of th. god the ne inc reanl the focu of

III nev eueig unovdtons lmproing the consumer voice in energy grid decsons s cntcdltv mport9nt...
A consumer stakeholder advisory council can provide meaningful input into utilities long-term grid
plans and ensure that consumer and environmental benefits are maximized. Structured stakeholder
participation in the development and revievv of long•term grid plans can benefit grid modernization
efforts in several ways:

0 Address the iflIbaIaflCe ifl resources and iflfbrfl?atiofl that can lead to utilities
disproportionate ability to influence regulatory decisions and result in the public
perception of unfairness.

0 Achieve greater briy-in by all affected partIes, which can reduce the total time of making and
implementing decisions. This reduces the regulatory burden and the potential for litigation or
a ppeals of regulatory decisions.

0 Bth7giflg togeTher divese /ntemss to identify discuss, and address complex issues and
provide recommendations. This helps overcome information gaps and assist
regulators evaluation of plans and policies.

0 Build/ng a fQut?datiorI Cf con7t77or? Anew/edge will lead to greater public acceptance. Actively
engaging consumer, business, and environmental interests will ensure more balanced and
stable outcomes—a process that has worked well in several states to advance energy efficiency
investments and could be adopted and expanded.

. Regulators have a stronger role in strategic grid p’anning: Regulators must play an important
role in ensunng that grid planning and uhhty investment decisions advance a modern, clean,
and consunierfnendly energy systen by eonrecting and ahgmng the ubhty busness niodel,
griO piannHlg, and stakeholder participation.

. Regulators have a critical rote In ensuring consumer protection: The current regulatory system
provides numerous safeguards for consumers. •1•hese should be maintained and adequate
protections exteflciedl to neW or expanded retail niarkets for energy services and equipment so
that arket players deerate in a fair, responsible, and consurneifriendly nianner. [OteCtiOfl5

ranging frormi winter slutoff estmictions to licensing and code of conduct for companies thut
5 approach consumers are among the wide range of consumer protections ueeded.



Al igning Utility Incentives
with Consumer and
Environmental Goals
Challenge:
A common way for uti1ites to earn evenue is by making capital investments on whch the ubkty earns

a specified rate of return that s set by the regulators. This system gives utUities incentives to buHd or

upgrade tracHtional nfrastructure projects. [his model is noreasingly at odds with new technologies that

can optwnize the energy system and with pubhc policy goals to increase energy efficiency and consumer

adoption of c15tnt)LiteCt energy technologies. L]tihties are teuctant to make proactwe nvestrnents in the

grid—-such as upgrading cicuits to connect more rooftop solar-—or to deploy advanced metering or

Co H W t r i < it Ut ‘ I ht hi n Ir ic t ht tI ( h r tf t t t( an

enetier the uhhty ccii recover its Costs and return.

Recommendations:
The regulatory model needs to evolve to provide utilities with the appropriate financial incentives tc

encourage full and timely implementation of states consumer and environmental goals. Instead of

earning revenue Primarily for building more infrastructure, utilities should also be rewarded for achieving

energy efficiency and clean energy goals, minimizing the cost of the grid, and providing Choices,

oporturntes. and control to consumers.

. Implement Revenue Decoupling: Revenue decouphrig is a vveflestnbltshed atenaktng
riiechanism that severs the link between a utilitys sales and its profits This reduces a utilitys

financial disincentive to invest in energy etfiCency, distributed generatmn, or any ntiative

to reduce ccansumptiomc States should implement full revenue decoLipling, and should not
implement high fixed charges or straight-fixed variable rates that are erroneously considered

as alternatives to decoupling.

. Use Grid Planning to Set Rates: The Stmategc Grd Plans should he usea to inform the amount

of future revenues a utility is allowed to earn which would then be used to set electncity mates.

The Strategic Grid Plans should also t)e used to inform performance incentive rnechatmsms.

. Adopt Petformance Incentive Mechanisms and Standards: Performance incentives

mechamsms for ulitties have been used for many years, and these can he refined to include
emerging pemtomniance areas such as system efficiency, grid enhancements energy of hcency,

distributed generation and environmental goals. By increasing the portion of revenue requirements

recoverer] through performance incentives, while reducing the portico of revenue requirements

that a utility recovers from the rate base, performance incentive mechanisms help to shift the

financial incentive away from capital investtiients and towards achieving performanc.e goals.

In the long run, states and regulators should consider transitioning away from reliance on rate
base revenue and give consideration to using transition charges as the energy system moves

and resizes to a distributei:l model.

0 States should eslablsh perfornarice standards to ensure that utilily nianageinent

is aligned with state energy poli(;y, such as capl.uring all costeffective energy

efficiency and demand response resources. Cosi-effect.neness slaridards should
be defined broadly to include all relevant benefits.

. Provide Regulatory Certainty: Reguiatois and stakeholdems shoLild use the Strategic Grid Plans

tO provide the utility with up1ront guit:lance with regard to futume resources, gi id enhancements,

and major capital expenditures. T his guclanc.e should provide utilities with greater flexibility

and incentive to adopt emerging and innovative technologies and practices.
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t.* How Consumers

ft
Payforthe Power
They Use
Challenge:
DespLe he progress in clean and innovative energy options for consumers. (;urren[ rate sti uctures
are outdated and do out allow sufficleut freedom for new cousumer choices Most resideutial prices
for electricity are flat. the same price per kilowatt hour any Proc of (lay or season. However, different
portous of the electricity htll have different underlying cost structures. Energy supply cosis are pnrnarily
influenced hy the amount of electricity concerned and its timing because hgher cost electrtcty generators
operate when derriand is high. In contrast, energy delivery costs, including transmission and distrihution,
are driven by infrastructure sizing for peak kVi demand, often at a single hour during the year, at the
regional and local levels. Our electricty hills shoulri he designed to empower consumers to make smart
energy and economic decisions, and preserve the consumer ncentive to use electncrty wuely.

Recommendations:
. Avoid reliance on fixed charges, which limit consumer options: High flat monthly charges make it

harder to reduce electrc bills hv rising less power or seliget erati ig electncty. F Xed charges should
1)0 liiiiited to the cost of keepng a custon ci connecteri to the god . 5uch as netenog, Piling, and
data processing costs. The impacts of puhltc policy considerations sloold he Factored in, as well.
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. Move towards widespread timeS
varying rates for energy supply:
Time-varying rates provide hetter
economic incentives to reduce overall
generation costs and create opportunities
for :oi isomers to save 5107ev Ly
taking advantage of low•cot hours.
Tme•varying rates come in a variety
of forms, ann as technology develops,
corisuniers may he ahle to understand
and heneft from more complex and
granular options.

. Align rates for energy delivery with
real costs: Both demand charges and
time-varying rates ore good options to
consider to align rates for transmission
and distri[xitiori with mi oerlying system
costs, while still creating, opportLiolues

for consumers to lower their energy hills
through energy efficiency and other
customer-side resources.

Demand Charges: Charges hased on
the actual costs to iiaiotain lhe grid lo

deliver power when needed can efloct the cost a customer imposes on the grid during peak demand
periods. Ccnsumers with low energy use wll generally pay a lower demand charge than bgger energy
consumers. Well-designed demand charges. based on local or system peaks, can respond to r,ustomners
behavior in a timely way to reflect the henefits of efficiency, demand response, or othe actions to reduce
energy use.

Time-Varying Rates: Timevarying rates for energy delivery can he designed to approximate the
incentives of well-designeci dernaiid charges. Customers vvotild pay more for energy delivery at peak
tines when the system is constrained ano less at times when the system has excess capacity.

AN INCREASE IN FIXED CHARGES UNFAIRLY PUNISHES LOW ENERGY USERS.
A HiGH FiXED CHARGE 11M1TSYOUR 00111W TO lOWER SOUR UW UI AURA UNERGY EFF1C1ENR

ABOVE AVERAGE ENERGY USER
iA0050WOi
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L Recommendations (continued. . j

. Align cross-subsIdies with public policy objectives: Marketbased mechanisms can often be used
to supp()rt COnSumer nd environmenta’ gO3S ifld redt.ice cross•subsidzation (having one rite dass
support another). Some crosssubsidies exiSt to create a value that would otherwise be missed by

Dure markets, such as owercost power tC) OW flCOC customers. Regulators should ensure that
t)Er(fiCli cross—subs;des are ahgned wdh state pohcy goals, while usng rnarketnechanisrns when

)O5sIblE to encourage SCCM1OrUIC decisions.

. Phase—in rate innovations: Sgnficant rate tnnovahons shouki be mplemented on a phased and

strategic schedu’e to ensure rnaxmuni consumer beneFit and adoption. Consumers should he gwer
time to hifly understand the new rate system before t goes nto effect. For example, trnevaryng rates

flay start as optin, transition to optout, before uinafly becoriiing mandatory. Clear nforrnabon and

educafion should be rovided to aflow consumers to understand their electricity bill and what actions
they can take to reduce it.

. Advanced metering infrastrticture (AMI): AM should be dep’oyed when and where it is costeffechve.
For examp’e, AM may be geographically targeted based on grid needs; rolled out based on customer
50:0; Ot nsialled vvhenever old melers are rehred. New residential rate classes can be created for
customers witt AM , or for those who have hig[i energy’ constJnption AU customers could a’so be

aliowerJ tO ophnto AMI ar1 new rate structures.

Costs, benefits, and consurier impacts must be evaluated throughout the phase-in. Keeping certain
consunier segments, such as ow income, on existing rate structures could he justified by both economics
and consunier protection princip’es.

How Consumers

‘ Get Paidfortheft PowerThey Produce
Challenge:
In many states, consumers with so’ar panels, wind turbines. or other power generation systems receive

credits for excess electricity they provide to the grid when they generate more power than they need.
ln some cases, the customer pays the utility the retail rate for her net electricity consumption and gets
credited at the retail rate foi the power she sends back to the grid. The value of solar power—or wind
f)ower, or power stored in a battery or electric vehicle—however, is not necessarily the same as the

retail price It nay be higher or lower depending on location, time of day and/or many other factors.
Custoners will i distributed generation shc)uld pay tlie amount that reflects the costs of slaying connected

to the grid and get credited for the benefits they provide.

Recommendations:
In the long term, advanced riietering and time-varying rate structures will make it possible to accurately
charge and credit consumers fur the grid services they use and provide. LIntil these innovations

are widespread, regulators can set tariffs based on the calculated value of the benefits cristorner side
resources provide to the grid.

. ShortJerm—Use the right value for distributed generation: Net output frorri distributed generation

should be credited at a price that frilly reflects its grid—wide costs and benefits, including environmental

benefits and the value of avoided energy, capacity, transmission, and distribution costs, along with
location value and other components where appropriate. Some jUrisdictions are exploring or implementing,
valueotsolar approaches and this methodology should he applied—and the right value calculated—

for other distributed resources too.
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. Long-Term- Align “how consumers pay” and
“how consumers get paid:” When the retail
rates tI at we pay for energy suppiy reflect ts
tirneand locaton spechc value, 1 vUl make
economic sense to compensate do;tnbuted

generation it the same males. For example, it

will cost more to use power on hot summer

afternoons. arid mooflop solar power will get
compensated more tom power it sends back

to the grid because it is more valual:le during

those peak hours. Siniilar comIcepts apply to

long termrl reforms of erlErgy dehverv rätCS.

________________

. Meters that measure power flow in

_____________________

both directions Under a bidirectional rates’
approa(;ll, a distributed generation customer
could receive a bill with the following components:
I) fixed charge (for metering and billing);
2) charge for power consumed on a time-varying
L)asiS: .5) credit for power exported on a time-
varying basis; 4) c.lìarge for using tlie grd to
consume power reflecting costs to the systems:
and 5) ctiamge for using the grid to export power

reflecting benefits as viell.
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1t Recomrnendatons (continued. .

iLLUSTRATIVE VALUE OF SOLAR POWER

ECONOMIc BENEFITS

. -
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

ØPERKILOWAUH,OUR

REDuCT!ON IN CARPCiTY MARKET PRiCES
REDUCTION IF ENERCY MARKET PRICES
AVOIDED DISTRIBUTION COSTS

AVOIDED IRANSMISSION COSTS

AVOIDED CAPACITY COSTS

AVOIDED ENERGY COSTS

UtilityVision portrays a system that looks very different from the one we have
today—one that would guide energy infrastructure investments and policies
to a more consumer and technology—friendly, decentralized system that can
put us on the path to achieving deep reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
UtilityVision sets forth a coherent path that ties the utility business model,
ratemaking, and customer-side energy resources together—offering a clear
framework for stakeholders and regulators seeking to modernize the way we
plan, manage, and invest in the power grid to empower consumers to have
more control over their energy future.
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Next Generation Solar Framework
Reforming New Hampshire Net Metering Credit
Structure

July ii, 2015
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Introduction
Across the United States, a debate is underway about proper rate design and compensatioH models for distributed
energy resources generally and distributed solar photovoltaics (1W) specifically. An important first step in setting
policy for distributed solar is to understand the value, or benefits, that distributed solar provides. Acadia Center
has released Value ofSolar studies that estimate the value ofdistrihuted solar generation in five states. ihese
studies estimate the long-term benefits that distributed solar provides, including avoided energy supply costs,
savings related to peak demand reductions, reductions in market prices, and emissions benefits. In New
Hampshire, our study found that it ranges from 19-24 cents/kWh, with additional societal values of
approximately 7 cents/kWh.

30

Figure : Grid Value of Solar PV in NH —

25-year Levelized Cost (2014$)

Reta1 Rate

In other words, retail rate net metering is generally a fair policy that provides net benefits to ratepayers and
society. However, once solar PV reaches significant penetration, balanced reforms can be undertaken to make
rate structures more economically accurate and to ensure equitable payment for the distribution grid.

The values analyzed in these studies should be the basis for reform, but a range ofother considerations apply.
Any changes to solar compensation should be properly integrated with existing structures that support solar,
such as net energy metering and renewable portfolio standards, and should reflect more general rate design
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principles like simplicity and understandability. Acadia Center has proposed the NextGeneration Solar

lramework as a generally applicable policy structure that can be applied in any state. The proposal contains three

high-level elements:

* Valuation studies that are the basis for reforms should be performed by public agencies with

significant stakeholder feedback regarding the assumptions and inputs.

* For certain categories of projects, credits for net energy metering should be applied on a monetary

basis and aligned with long-run ratepayer value.

a Additional incentive programs should minimize the additional public cost to ratepayers necessary to

build different types of projects.

Reforms to Net Energy Metering in New Hampshire
In the long run, customers who provide a range of products and services to the electric system should be charged

and credited at rates that reflect the granular costs and benefits. Acadia Center’s UtilityVision lays out a full

agenda for long-term rate reform.

In the shorter term, without widespread advanced metering infrastructure in New Hampshire that would enable

more granular rate design, balanced reforms to net metering credit value can be undertaken. While a transition

to AMI and time varying rates is being discussed in the ongoing grid modernization working group, grid

modernization plans and investments will take several years. The Commission should undertake reforms based

on a credible and publicly-scrutinized analysis of the costs and benefits of solar PV, and should represent the

long-term value to ratepayers. A proper value-based policy will address any argument that net metering

represents a cross-subsidy. The alignment of net metering credit to ratepayer value should also facilitate an

expansion of group net metering and community shared solar policies by addressing arguments about cross-

subsidies. ‘lhese changes can also be applied to certain categories of projects, such as larger projects where any

imbalances are more significant and existing projects can be grandfathered under current frameworks.

New Hampshire’s current net energy metering policy for solar employs volumetric crediting.’ A policy more

tailored to valuing the various components of distributed solar would consist of monetary crediting to be applied

on a per-kWh basis. The first portion would be the electricity supply credit equal to the applicable electricity

supply rate. Ihis represents many of the energy and capacity-related values of solar, while also ensuring customer

benefits. The second portion would be a delivery system benefit credit. This represents an average value of

distributed generation with respect to the transmission and distribution system and, if desired, transmission and

distribution could be separated out. ‘fhe third and final portion would be an energy system benefit credit that

includes additional values not captured by the electricity supply and delivery system benefit credits. In addition,

new credits can be created for specific categories of projects, such as a west-facing solar credit and a locational

credit for solar PV that is located in particularly constrained areas of the grid. These credits should be paid for by

the appropriate set of customers to which the value accrues, for example only the distribution utility should pay

for distribution-related credits and the energy system benefit credit can be paid for on a broader basis. It is also

worth noting that this same structure can be applied to other generation technologies in addition to solar 1W,

especially other non-dispatchable technologies.

I Under volumetric net metering, a customer with net generation receives net metering credits in the form of kWhs, which

directly offset one kWh of consumption, regardless of price differences. Under monetary net metering, a ct;stomer with net

generation receives net metering credits in the form of dollars, which offsets that amount of dollars, without any kWh

comparison.
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Details on Reformed Net Energy Metering Credit Components
The following provides additional details on the net metering credit structure introduced on page 2.

Credits that apply to all projects

Electricity Supply Credit

. Equal to the relevant electricity supply rate. This portion would change automatically as rates for

electricity supply change.

Delivery System Benefit Credit

. New per-kWh credit should reflect the net long-run value to the transmission and distribution

system, including avoided infrastructure investments, improved local reliability and reduced

vulnerability to failures or disruption, and improved power quality, as well as any integration costs.

* Can be initially determined in a special proceeding and updated for each utility in rate cases.

a Ihis value can be determined separately for transmission and distribution to provide for more

appropriate accounting.

Determining average values can be appropriate but reasonable distinctions can be made based on

location on the grid.

Energy System Benefit Credit

. New per-kWh credit incorporates long-run energy system benefits above and beyond the electricity

supply credit and delivery system benefit credit.

. Ihese benefits include the additional value for energy and capacity from the generation profile of

solar, reduction in line losses, wholesale market price suppression, fuel price risk mitigation, and

reasonably foreseeable avoided public health and environmental compliance costs.

Credits that ap p ly to select projects

Locational Credit

. Applicable to distributed generation that provides additional value in areas ofthe grid that are

particularly constrained.

West-facing Solar Credit

, Applicable to west-facing solar, which provides proportionally more on-peak generation and

generates greater benefits related to peak demand than south facing solar.

Conclusion
Balanced solar policy depends on valuing the unique benefits that distributed generation provides to customers,

the grid, and society. The Next Generation Solar Framework lays out a balanced approach to account for system-

wide benefits and costs, while optimizing payment structures and advancing complementary public policy

objectives. The reforms to net energy metering proposed here should be accompanied by an analysis of the New

Hampshire RPS program and other solar incentives to ensure that the goals of those programs are still achieved.

For more information:

Mark LeBel, StaffAttorney, mlebel(.acadiacenter.org, 617.742.0054 ext. 104

Ellen Hawes, Senior Analyst, ehawes(bacadiacenter.org, 802.649.1140
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